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Get access to online Java (Standard Edition) courses with an annual subscription, which includes more than 250 videos and 68
hours of content delivered on Oracle's new platform interface. Benefit from continuous updates to new course content. Java is the
#1 programming language for developing applications across conventional and cloud environments. It provides the basis for
enterprise applications on a wide range of devices and platforms. Java training for beginners, SE 7 programmers and SE 8
programmers:
This online content solution will empower both beginners and intermediate Java programmers who have some existing
knowledge of the language
Online tutorials will expand your skills and prepare you to pass the Oracle Certified Professional exam, validating your
expertise to employers
Topic-specific course modules help you build additional knowledge and skills related to performance tuning and Lambda
expressions

Skills Gained
Java SE 7 Fundamentals
Java SE 7 Programming
Java SE 8 Fundamentals
Java SE 8 Programming
Utilize Java Mission Control
Utilize Lambda Expressions for Cloud Services

Course Details
Topics
Managing projects and using Java Mission Control, in addition to the core components of the Java language itself. New topics will
be introduced with each Java release as they become available.
Learn how to leverage product enhancements soon after each product release
Oracle experts add related training content to your subscription with new releases. Periodic updates ensure you know exactly
how to take advantage of new Java Programming capabilities.
Utilize resources within your subscription that single training courses don’t offer
Follow learning paths, perform skill checks and set training goals with new platform features. Subscribing allows you to view
topics at a modular level to quickly find and view the information you need.

Key Features

This Learning Subscription includes new features that enhance your training experience:
Easy-to-Follow Learning Structure: arranged by learning paths, courses and modules to meet your team’s learning needs and
build the skills by interest area
Hands-On Labs: improve your confidence as you practice pre-developed lessons in a safe environment
Quizzes: test, reinforce, and demonstrate knowledge learned in the lessons
Updated Content: future releases of Java courses will be added to the Learning Subscription.
Dynamic Filtering: provides you with a simple taxonomy of learning paths, courses and modules with powerful filtering
capabilities to help you quickly search on topics to find what interests you. Filter to find content related to topics such as
installation or backup and recovery
Digital Learning: provides you with 24/7/365 access to online training to learn when and where you want
Access to Instructors: access top Oracle instructors who can answer your questions as they pertain to your unique situation
Reporting: track your learning progress and achievements via your personalized dashboard
Favorites: add topics to your favorites so you can easily revisit them as needed
Certification: enhance your career with an industry recognized credential of expertise
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